
Greetings Kind Human 
Supplies 
Stamps: 157650 Nuts 
and Bolts  
Dies: 154336 Give it a 
whirl 
Card stock: 159228 
Basic White  
Inks: 147110 Night of 
Navy, 147084 Real Red  
Tools: 153611 
Blending Brushes, 
Assorted Clear Blocks, 
104430 Stampin’ 
Dimensionals, 149653 
Stampin Cut And 
Emboss Machine, 
110755 Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue, 152392 
trimmer, 103579 paper 
snips. 

Instructions for 
card base 

1. Cut Basic White card 
base at 14.8cm x 21cm 
scored at 10.5cm and 
fold in half. 

2. Cut two pieces of Basic 
White Card stock at 
9.5cm x 13.8cm. 

3. Using one of the basic 
white pieces and the large scalloped circle from the the Give it a whirl dies die cut out a 
scalloped circle. 

4. Now using the mask of the piece you just die cut lay it over the other piece of Basic white 
card stock you cut in step 2 and using a blending brush, blend Night of Navy ink and real 
red ink inside the scalloped circle hold the mask firmly as you blend so it doesn't move. Tip 
you can adhere a post it note to each side of the mask this will help hold it in 
place as you blend. 

5. Now stamp the robot image on the card front using Night of Navy ink. 
6. Stamp the sentiment in Night Of Navy Ink and then stamp the scribble line in Real Red ink 

under the sentiment. 
7. Secure to the card base using Dimensionals  
8. Admire your work. 
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HB2U 
Supplies 
Stamps: 157650 Nuts 
and Bolts  
Dies: 154336 Give it a 
whirl 
Card stock: 159228 
Basic White, 106577 Night 
Of Navy 
Inks: 147110 Night of 
Navy, 147084 Real Red  
Blends: 154891 Night Of 
Navy light, 154899 Real 
Red light, 154904 Smokey 
Slate light 
Tools: 153611 Blending 
Brushes, Assorted Clear 
Blocks, 104430 Stampin’ 
Dimensionals, 149653 
Stampin Cut And Emboss 
Machine, 110755 
Multipurpose Liquid 
Glue, 152392 trimmer, 
103579 paper snips. 

Instructions for card 
base 

1. Cut Basic White card base 
at 14.8cm x 21cm scored 
at 10.5cm and fold in half. 

2. Cut a piece of Night Of Navy Card stock at 9.5cm x 13.8cm. 
3. Stamp the Robot image randomly all over the Night Of Navy card stock using Night Of Navy 

ink and secure to the card base using Dimensionals. 
4. Using the Scalloped Circle that you cut out in the previous card in step 2 blend some Night 

oF Navy ink and some Real Red ink over the circle. 
5. Stamp the hearts on the scalloped circle in Real Red ink. 
6. Secure the Scalloped circle to the card base using Dimensionals 
7. Stamp the Robot in Night of Navy ink on some Basic white card stock cut at 6cm x 5cm and 

fussy cut out the robot image.  
8. Colour the robot using the Blending Markers listed in the supply list. 
9. Secure the robot to the scalloped circle using dimensionals. 
10. Stamp the sentiment in Night Of Navy ink on a piece of Basic White card stock cut at 2cm x 

4cm and trim both sides on an angle and secure to the scalloped circle using Dimensionals. 
11. Admire your work. 
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I’m Nuts + Bolts about you  
Supplies 
Stamps: 157650 Nuts and Bolts  
Dies: 154336 Give it a whirl, 151770 Layering 
Circle dies 
Card stock: 159228 Basic White, 106577 Night Of 
Navy, 147013 Mango Melody 
Inks: 147110 Night of Navy, 147084 Real Red, 
147093 Mango Melody 
Blends: 154891 Night Of Navy light, 154899 Real 
Red light, 154904 Smokey Slate light 
Embellishments: 158143 Fan Bakers Twine 
Embossing Folder:n 149643 Brick & Mortar 
embossing folder 
Tools: 153611 Blending Brushes, Assorted Clear 
Blocks, 104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals, 149653 
Stampin Cut And Emboss Machine, 110755 
Multipurpose Liquid Glue, 152392 trimmer, 103579 
paper snips, 154031 Tear’n’Tape. 

Instructions for card base 

1. Cut Basic White card base at 14.8cm x 21cm scored at 10.5cm and fold in half. 
2. Cut a piece of Real Red Card stock at 9.5cm x 13.8cm and run it through the Brick and 

Mortar embossing folder. Blend some Real red ink over the corners of the embossed back 
ground using your blending brush. 

3. Cut a piece of Basic White Card stock at 9.5cm x 13.8cm and using the large scalloped circle 
from the the Give it a whirl dies, die cut out a scalloped circle now blend some Night of 
Navy ink and some Real Red ink over the circle and secure to the card front using 
dimensionals. 

4. Cut some Basic White card stock to 7cm x 7cm and die cut out the layering circle die 
measuring 6cm in diameter. Now stamp the robot stamp in Night Of Navy ink on the circle 
and colour using the Blending Markers listed above and secure to the card front using 
dimensionals. 

5. Die cut the stars from the Give it a Whirl Dies in Night of Navy, Real Red and Mango 
Melody card stock and secure to the card front using dimensionals for the bigger stars and 
Multipurpose liquid glue for the smaller stars. You can adhere as many or as little stars as 
you like. 

6. Cut some Bakers Fan twine to 40cm and adhere some Tear’n’tape to the bottom of the card 
front on the back and secure the twine to one side and wrap around the front to the other 
side securing it to the back of the card stock make a loop and repeat until you have three 
strands across the card front.  

7. Cut three pieces of twine at 10cm long and tuck all three together under the twine on the 
card front and tie a knot. 

8. Secure the card front to the card base using Dimensionals. 
9. Stamp the sentiment in Mango Melody ink on some Basic White card stock cut to 6cm x 

3cm and fussy cut around the word and secure it to the card front using dimensionals. 
10. Admire your work. 

To check out the video on how I made these cards you can visit Becs House Of 
Craft on Facebook or simply type this link into your browser 

 https://fb.watch/ca-9i0hwRK/ 
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